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Post liberalization Delhi has seen a large influx of settlers from across the country. regarding eighty
fifth of its population is non-Delhi ite. Being the capital of 1 of the foremost populated States of the
developing world it poses plenty of challenges to the outsiders.

Under the Emergency amount (1975-1977) Sanjay Gandhi created an industrial city that we have a
tendency to currently apprehend as NOIDA (New Okhla Industrial Development Area). These days
Noida is on seventeenth position in terms cleanliness and maintenance, beating different 3 cities of
the NCR- Ghaziabad, Faridabad and Gurgaon. Regarding twenty kms from the capital it's
surrounded by the Yamuna and Hindon River. It falls underneath the catchment space of Yamuna
River. Located on the recent river bed it's made and loamy and sustains inexperienced vegetables,
wheat and sugarcane. The area's flora includes dry deciduous trees like Sal, Sheesham and Teak.
Noida has shown phenomenal growth within the last two decades and these days it stands equal to
the other IT town. Additionally it's one among the prime Media hubs with each leading and start-up
media companies.

Apart from the essential requirements that an investor would explore for, it offers many benefits that
you simply get in metropolitans. Most components of Noida are lush inexperienced with
contemporary ambiance. It offers nice connectivity with different cities particularly New Delhi. The
expressways and Metros have created traveling even additional expedient for the daily commuters.
Noida is rising mutually of the biggest industrial and education hub of the planet. Noida is currently
the foremost needed space for the growth of economic, suburban further as retail entities,
particularly in North India.

Out of all the cities of the NCR Noida is that the most wanted. The town is growing at a speedy pace
into a model city to settle in. its high-tech infrastructure with leading, world category chain of hotels
and hospitals. From international faculties to elaborate searching complexes with latest brands, this
town is suitable for all income teams. It homes a number of the prime property developers each for
housing and future investments. Town is on the run to check additional world-class townships,
several additional industrial nerve centers and plenty of infrastructural growth. Noida property
market has an incomparable demand for residential complexes with trendy neighborhood together
with amenities like fitness centers, plush inexperienced community parks, amusement park,
restaurants, community halls and searching centres. a number of the leading names that you simply
see in Noida are:

Malls- the good India Place, Shopprix Mall, DLF city sq. Mall, Spice Mall, Centre Stage Mall.

Universities - Amity University, JSS Technical University, Mahatma Gandhi Mission school of
Engineering and Technology, Jaypee Institute of knowledge Technology.

Schools - Amity International college, Army Public college, Delhi Public college, Somerville college,
Ramagya college, Ryan International, Cambridge college, Apeejay college.
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